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DISCLAIMER
This presentation includes forward-looking statements. We have based these forward-looking statements largely on our current beliefs, expectations and
projections about future events and financial trends affecting our business and our market. Many important factors could cause our actual results to
differ substantially from those anticipated in our forward-looking statements, including: political, social and macroeconomic conditions in Latin America;
currency exchange rates and inflation; current competition and the emergence of new market participants in our industry; government regulation; our
expectations regarding the continued growth of internet usage and e-commerce in Latin America; failure to maintain and enhance our brand recognition;
our ability to maintain and expand our supplier relationships; our reliance on technology; the growth in the usage of mobile devices and our ability to
successfully monetize this usage; our ability to attract, train and retain executives and other qualified employees; and our ability to successfully
implement our growth strategies. We operate in a competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time,
and it is not possible for us to predict all risks and uncertainties that could have an impact on the forward-looking statements contained in this
presentation. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic, and governments’ extraordinary measures to limit the spread of the virus, are disrupting the global
economy and the travel industry, and consequently adversely affecting our business, results of operation and cash flows and, as conditions are recent,
uncertain and changing rapidly, it is difficult to predict the full extent of the impact that the pandemic will have. The words “believe,” “may,” “should,”
“aim,” “estimate,” “continue,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “will,” “expect” and similar words are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forwardlooking statements include information concerning our possible or assumed future results of operations, business strategies, capital expenditures,
financing plans, competitive position, industry environment, potential growth opportunities, the effects of future regulation and the effects of
competition. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update publicly or to revise any
forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation because of new information, future events or other factors, except as required by law. In
light of the risks and uncertainties described above, the future events and circumstances discussed in this presentation might not occur or come into
existence and forward-looking statements are thus not guarantees of future performance. Considering these limitations, you should not make any
investment decision in reliance on forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. This presentation includes industry, market and
competitive position data and forecasts that we have derived from independent consultant reports, publicly available information, industry publications,
official government information, other third-party sources and our internal data and estimates. Independent consultant reports, industry publications and
other published sources generally indicate that the information contained therein was obtained from sources believed to be reliable. The inclusion of
market estimations in this presentation is based upon information obtained from third-party sources and our understanding of industry conditions.
Although we believe that this information is reliable, the information has not been independently verified by us. Trademarks and service marks appearing
in this presentation are the property of their respective holders.
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Delivering on Key Priorities in a Severely Restricted Travel Market due to
COVID-19

● Rapidly further reduced cost structure

● Beat $34 M run-rate goal for 2Q Structural Costs (2)
● On track to meet $ 28M goal for 3Q20

● Successful cash preservation strategy

● Cash as of June 30, 2020: $228.1 M(1)
● Net Operating Cash Flow 2Q20: $20 M

● Obtain additional funding for precautionary purposes

● New $40 M Revolving Credit Facility

● Raise capital aimed at facilitating our M&A strategy

● $200 M capital raise in private placement in August

● Renegotiate the acquisition of Best Day without
affecting short-term liquidity

● Purchase price reduced by 58% and deferred cash

● Investment in payment methods to foster this
competitive advantage

● Acquired Koin, a proven Brazilian online payment

● More Flexibility of our Value Proposition
● Add further automation to platform and processes

● Increased availability of flex inventory
● Robust “Help” experience with focus on after sales

QUICK REACTION TO COVID-19

ENHANCED CASH POSITION

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS ON
OUR OPPORTUNISTIC M&A
STRATEGY
ADJUSTING VALUE
PROPOSITION TO COVID-19
CONTEXT

outlays to 2023
platform to enhance customer financing options

(1) Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents of U$S224.0 million and restricted cash of U$S4.2 million
(2) Structural Costs represents management’s estimations of the fixed portion of the Company’s cost of revenue and operating expenses, which includes: the fixed portion of the call center fees that remains after outsourcing this operation
(included in cost of revenue), plus the fixed portion of selling and marketing expenses (i.e., primarily personnel expenses), general and administrative expenses, and technology and product development expenses. Structural Costs do not include
stock-based compensation, depreciation and amortization, capitalized IT and potential impairments. The estimates above do not include any costs that the Company may incur in connection with an acquisition of Best Day, as described below.
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Industry-wide COVID-19 Disruption Impacting Results; June and July Improve
over the Lows of Previous Months
●

●

Transactions declined 92% YoY to 0.2 M in 2Q20, while as reported gross bookings decreased 96%, reflecting
both strict travel restrictions imposed by the different governments in the region due to COVID-19 and the
natural fall off in travel demand from the pandemic. The travel industry in LatAm is taking longer to recover as
the pandemic was slower to arrive in the region
Throughout June, 2020 gross bookings increased from the lows of April and May. The Company maintains a
conservative outlook

Transactions/Gross Bookings

2Q20 Monthly Evolution

Last three quarters evolution

Transactions

+7%

In Million/Growth YoY

Transactions
In Thousands

-23%
-92%

Gross Bookings
In US$ Billion/Growth
YoY

+6%

Gross Bookings
Growth YoY

-32%

In Million US$

-96%
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Quick Reaction to Travel Disruption: 2Q20 Cost Savings Target Surpassed & On
Track to Meet 3Q20 Goal
Cost Savings Program

Structural Costs Run-Rate (1)

As an extension of the initiatives launched in 4Q19

Cost Savings Program (USD Millions)
Targets assume a zero revenue scenario
Cost Savings Path Announced on 1Q20 Earnings Call

● Structural costs run-rate in 2Q20 down 39% since 4Q19

On track to meet
target of a $28
million run rate

● 4Q19 - Restructuring expenses mainly related to efficiency
gains in support areas in Argentina
● 1Q20 - Outsourced a relevant portion of fulfilment center
activities in connection with customer service, allowing for
significant savings in Cost of Revenue
● 2Q20 - In line with 2Q20 Structural Costs Target ($33.1 M).
QoQ reductions of 25% in payroll expenses and 19% in in nonpayroll costs

(2)

Starting Point
(1)

(2)

Actuals

Target

Structural Costs represents management’s estimations of the fixed portion of the Company’s cost of revenue and operating expenses, which includes: the fixed portion of the call center fees that remains after outsourcing this
operation (included in cost of revenue), plus the fixed portion of selling and marketing expenses (i.e., primarily personnel expenses), general and administrative expenses, and technology and product development expenses. Structural
Costs do not include stock-based compensation, depreciation and amortization, capitalized IT and potential impairments. The estimates above do not include any costs that the Company may incur in connection with an acquisition of
Best Day, as described below.
2Q20 Structural Costs include COVID-19 extraordinary impact on fulfilment center
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Successful Cash Preservation Strategy; Secured $40 M Credit Revolving Facility
& Raised $200 M in Capital Post 2Q Close
Current Balance Sheet

Improvements to Cash Position

June 30, 2020

● Cash as of June 30, 2020 = $228.1 M(1)
● Total net operational ST obligations of
$118.4 M (2) (3)

● Secured $40M Revolving Credit Facility
○

1-Yr term

○

No cash has been withdrawn as of today

○ Increase from 1Q20 level mainly due to
collection of receivables

● Only $10.0 M in short term debt
● No long term debt

● Raised $200 M in capital through a
private placement transaction
○

Use of Proceeds: general corporate
purposes and potential acquisitions

Secures liquidity in a Zero
Revenue Scenario

● Pro-forma Cash Position over $420
million (4)
● Ample Liquidity considering:
○

Despegar’s run rate for structural costs

○

Best Day’s expected performance

○

Net Operational ST obligations

○

Excluding any potential acquisition besides
Best Day and Koin

(1) Cash and cash equivalents + restricted cash
(2) The estimates above do not include any costs that the Company may incur in connection with an acquisition of Best Day, as described below.
(3) Net Payables: Comprised of travel suppliers payable plus related party payables and accounts payable and accrued expenses, minus accounts receivable net of allowances and related party receivables
(4) As of June 30, 2020
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$200 Million Capital Raise At-a-Glance
● Preferred Stock plus warrants for a total of $150 million
● 10% p.a. dividend to be paid semi-annually in cash or in kind at the Company’s
option
● Junior to Debt and senior to Common Shares
● L Catterton may cause Despegar to repurchase the outstanding Preferred after
the 5th anniversary of the closing date at a cash price per share of $1,000 as
increased by any accumulated dividends accrued but unpaid
● One new director to the Board, representing L Catterton

SHARES OUTSTANDING AS OF JUNE 30
TOTAL SHARE COUNT (1)

69,946,439

PRIVATE PLACEMENT TRANSACTION
Warrants (L Catterton)
New Convertible Shares (Waha)

11,000,000
5,404,821

TOTAL DILUTION

19.0%

L CATTERTON AND WAHA ARE UNRELATED PARTIES

●
●
●
●
●
●

(1)
(2)

Series B Preferred Shares Convertible into ordinary shares
4% p.a. dividend to be paid quarterly in cash or in kind, at Despegar’s discretion
Junior to Debt and senior to Common Shares
Could be converted into ordinary shares at a Conversion Price of $9.25 per Share
One new director to the Board, representing Waha Capital
Will vote on an as-converted basis

(2)

Number of shares outstanding as of June 30, 2020
L Catterton: We expect that the non-convertible preferred stock issued to L Catterton will be initially classified as mezzanine equity pursuant to SEC rules. The preferred stock contains embedded features such as redemption, either
at our option or at the investor’s, and other embedded contingent features. We have not evaluated whether these features should be bifurcated and accounted for separately. Bifurcation may affect the initial measurement of the
preferred stock. In conjunction with the preferred stock, we expect to issue detachable warrants to purchase shares of our common stock. We have not evaluated the classification of these warrants as a liability or equity.
Classification of the warrants as liabilities require measurement at fair value at each reporting period with changes in fair value recognized in earnings. The warrant evaluation may also affect the initial measurement of the preferred
stock. Waha: We expect that the convertible preferred stock issued to Waha will be initially classified as mezzanine equity pursuant to SEC rules. The convertible preferred stock contains embedded features such as a conversion
option by the holder, are redeemable at our option and mandatory redeemable if a change of control occurs. We have not evaluated whether these features should be bifurcated and accounted for separately. Bifurcation may affect
the initial measurement of the preferred stock.
.
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Capital Raise Supports Investments to Further Strengthen Despegar’s Leading
Position
BEST IN CLASS DIGITAL
PRODUCT

STRONG FINANCIAL POSITION
TO CAPTURE GROWTH & LEAD
CONSOLIDATION

LOW COST DELIVERY MODEL
SUITED FOR LATAM

● Multi-brand digital integration

● Promote a Flexible Offering

● Expand
capabilities
acquisition

● Reduce need to contact Call
Center through self management
of bookings

payment
options
through the Koin

● Build on leading mobile App
position by supporting further
engagement

● Further automation of internal
processes to reduce overhead
● Agile and
integration

systematic

M&A

● Taking advantage of secular shift
towards online purchases when
demand resumes
more
favourable
● Potentially
environment for buyers

● M&A focus on targets that add to
Despegar’s competences

○

LatAm only focus

○

BR & MX core target markets

○

Seek targets with unique set of
core
competencies
(strong
brand, focus on leisure, online
capabilities, payment solutions)
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Best Day Acquisition Terms Renegotiated & On Track to Close In 3Q20
Lower valuation with cash outlay deferred to 36 months following closing date
Original Purchase
& Sale Agreement
Enterprise Value 1
& Ownership
Acquired

Payment Terms

Board and Key
Executives

Expected Closing

Revised Terms of Purchase &

Sale Agreement

$136 M
100% ownership

Base consideration $56.5 M
Additional earnout ranges from $0 to $20 M
100% ownership

1st Payment - 65% @ Closing
2nd Payment - 6.3% @ 24 months after Closing
3rd Payment - 28.7% @ 36 months after Closing

No cash outlay at closing
100% of Purchase Price to be paid @ 36 months
Earnout (if any) to be paid @ 48 months

Continuity of the CEO and Key Executives
Current Board President will continue as Member of
the Board of Best Day

No changes

Closing expected during 1H20, subject to
customary closing conditions, including approval of
relevant antitrust authorities

Closing expected in 2H20, subject to customary
closing conditions, including approval of relevant
antitrust authorities

9
(1)

The Purchase price will be adjusted for net indebtedness and working capital, as of the closing date, which will be set in U.S. dollars and payable 36 months following the closing date.
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Acquired 84% Equity Stake in Koin, Leading Brazilian Payment Platform
within the Travel Sector
DEEPENING FOCUS
ON PAYMENTS
Significant Scale

Strong Brand
DISTINCTIVE
COMPETENCIES
AS LAID OUT AT
THE 2019
INVESTOR DAY

Recognized as a trustworthy
company where it is “safe to buy”

Deep Local
Understanding

+24M LatAm consumers
purchased at Despegar over the
last 5 years

Agile Platform

Best in class fraud & error
platform, plus 20 years of UX
experience

Dynamic Culture
(1)

$4.7 B flow through Despegar’s
platform on annual basis
PoS
distinctive
solution
(1)
through Boleto (Buy now, pay
later in installments)
Proven
platform
already
integrated
and
tested
by
Despegar since early 2019
over 50K Despegar transactions
channeled
through
Koin’s
platform
R$ 13 million loan book: limited
risk

Skilled and adaptable IT workforce

Boleto is an official Brazilian push payment method regulated by the Central Bank of Brazil that generates 3.7 billion transactions per year, accounting for approximately 19% of all online
payment transactions as of 2019 based on Webshoppers 40 Edition data.
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Enhancing our Value Proposition Adding Flexibility and Services to the Platform
Flexible offering while improving the after-sale experience and driving lower costs

Flexible Offering

Adjusting
Value
Proposition
to COVID-19
Environment

Value
Proposition

(1)

After-Sales
Initiatives to
Manage Flexible
Offering

Adjusting to COVID-19
Developments
Self Management
of Changes and
Cancellations
Reduce Need to Contact
Call Center

Information on Protocols
and Sanitary Measures

From 19% of GB (both Air plus Non-Air) affected by COVID, 88% was made refundable

● Increased availability of flex inventory
● Most non-refundable GB affected by COVID-19 was made
refundable. Implemented jointly with suppliers (1)
● Allow online cash refunds when available
● Redemption of open tickets directly on our platform without
contacting the call center
● Include features that allow changes related to luggage or seat
selection
● Automatic response to other queries/complaints

● Depending on the destination (Country/Hotel/Airline)
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Sharp Decline in Revenues, Impacted by $13.9 M in Customer Refunds
●

Reported revenues, were negative $9.7 million, compared to $114.1 million in 2Q19, reflecting the drastic decline in
travel demand and extraordinary cancellation charges resulting from COVID-19

●

Excluding the extraordinary cancellations, revenues would have decreased 96% to $4.2 million, in line with the
reduction in transactions and gross bookings

Progress on cancellations claimed by customers: as of June 30, we had solved 38% of non-air cancellations(1) and
76% of air cancellations (2). As of August 11, these figures reached 64 and 90% respectively.
Revenues

●

In US$ millions

-96%

Revenues reflect impacts of COVID-19 on the following:

●

Decreased travel demand

●

$13.9 million in customer refunds:

○

Customer refunds issued throughout 2Q20

○

Provisioning of refunds for the month of July, August and
September

○

Provisioning of new refunds due to the relaxation of the
Company’s refund policy
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(1)
(2)

Considering GB of cancelled non-air transactions from March 9 to September 31, 2020. The universe of non-air cancellations considers all the cancellations that were either refundable or that were made refundable after a negotiation with
our Travel Suppliers. Having them solved entails that either refund or a voucher was provided to our customers
In the case of Air transactions includes air transactions GB with check from March 9. Cancellations that were solved include the granting of vouchers, open tickets, reschedulings, etc.
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Achieving Structural Cost Targets
●

Cost of revenue down 66% YoY to $13.8 M in 2Q20, mainly due to significant reduction in variable costs, in line
with the 92% drop in transactions. Lower fulfilment center costs reflect outsourcing of call center in 1Q20.

●

Selling and marketing (S&M) expenses down 86% YoY and would have decreased 97% YoY to $1.2 million,
excluding Viajes Falabella and severance in connection with cost savings program. Direct Marketing spend at a
standstill since COVID-19 outbreak.

●

Technology and Content (T&C) plus General and Administrative (G&A) expenses increased 9% YoY as reported
and would have declined 39% YoY to $23.0 million excluding Viajes Falabella and extraordinary charges(1)
Cost of Revenue

In US$ millions

(1)
(2)

-66%

Sales & Marketing
In US$ millions

-86%

Tech & Content and G&A
In US$ millions

9%

$2.5 million in extraordinary severance charges in connection with the cost savings program implemented following the COVID-19 outbreak, a total of $12.7 million in the following items including the such as i) the provision of $7.3
million in bad debt charges arising from the recent Chapter 11 proceedings at three airlines, ii) $4.4 million in bad debt due to exposure to Avianca Brasil and iii) $1.1 million in M&A expenses and professional charges.
Additionally, Viajes Falabella accounts for $3.1 million in G&A and T&C expenses. Note that the latter comparison also excludes the costs in 2Q19 associated with Avianca Brasil’s cessation of operations.
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2Q20 Adjusted EBITDA Impacted by Strict Travel Restrictions and Lower
Demand from Covid-19 together with Extraordinary Charges
Adjusted EBITDA and margin (%)
In US$ millions

-$58.5M
-$34.9M

● Adjusted EBITDA loss of $65.8 M and $7.3 M in 2Q20 and 2Q19, respectively.
Excluding Extraordinary Charges, Despegar reported an Adjusted EBITDA loss
of $32.0 million in 2Q20, compared to Adjusted EBITDA of $2.9 million in 2Q19
● 2Q20 Extraordinary Charges related to COVID-19:
○ $13.9 M from COVID-19 related customer travel cancellations
○ $7.2 M in restructuring charges from cost savings measures
○ $7.3 M in bad debt charges from the provision of receivables from
three airlines that filed for Chapter 11
● Other 2Q20 Extraordinary Charges:
○ $4.4 million in bad debt charges from the suspension of operations of
Avianca Brasil
○ $1.1 M in connection with M&A expenses and professional charges
●

(1)

2Q19 Extraordinary Charges:
○ $8.6 M in rebranding costs
○ $1.6 M from the cessation of operations of Avianca Brasil

14
(1)

Extraordinary Charges in 2Q19 include $8.6M associated to the Rebranding Campaign and $1.6 M in connection with the cessation of operations of Avianca Brasil
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.

Solid Balance Sheet to Support Operations; Cash Generation in 2Q20 due to
Strong Collection of Receivables
●

$228.1 M in cash and cash equivalents, including $4.1 M in restricted cash and minimal debt.

●

Existing cash and cash equivalents, together with expected cash flows from operations and $200 M from
capital raise.

●

Generated cash flow from operating activities of $20.0 M, driven by both a decrease in Receivables and an
increase in Tourist Payables. Net Income loss of $57.1 M partially offset by Non-Cash adjustments of $9.5 M.

Operating Cash Flow (In US$ millions)

2Q20 Operating Cash Flow Bridge (in US$ millions)
In US$ millions
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Positioning Company for the Long Term through Cost Reductions,
Financial Strength and Opportunistic M&A
● Focus on cash preservation and generation

FLEXIBLE TOOLKIT TO SUPPORT
GROSS BOOKINGS IN COVID-19
ENVIRONMENT

● Enhanced value proposition with added flexibility

● Brazil and Mexico as key drivers for the ramp-up

● Domestic travel in Mexico and Brazil contributing
positively to the ramp up
● Argentina responded favourably to industry
promotional campaign despite complete travel
curtailment
● Andean region still largely affected by uncertain
environment

● Marketing initiatives through unpaid channels: push
notifications and email

COST SAVINGS PROGRAM IN
PLACE

● Maintain strict focus on costs control while driving
automation to increase productivity

● On track to meet $28 million Structural Costs run
rate target for 3Q20 (1)

STRONG CASH POSITION

● Cash over $420 M (2)
● Total net operational ST obligations = $118.4 M(3)
● Only $10 M in ST debt

● Cash position plus new financings provides ample
liquidity to support operations and pursue
opportunistic M&A

AGILE INTEGRATION OF NEW
ACQUISITIONS

● Closing of Best Day acquisition in 2H20
● Accelerate integrations of Best Day and Koin

● Prompt capture of synergies and integration of
low cost platform

(1)
(2)
(3)

Refer to slide (5)
Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash proforma $200 million capital raise
Net Payables: Comprised of travel suppliers payable plus related party payables and accounts payable and accrued expenses, minus accounts receivable net of allowances and related party receivables
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Q&A
2Q20 Earnings
Conference Call
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Appendix
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Trends in Key Financial & Operating Metrics
(in thousands U.S. dollars, unless otherwise stated)
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Trends in Key Financial & Operating Metrics
(in thousands U.S. dollars and thousand transactions, unless otherwise stated)
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Unaudited Consolidated Balance Sheets
(in thousands U.S. dollars)
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THANK YOU!

CONTACT
_

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Natalia Nirenberg
+54 911 2665 4490
natalia.niremberg@despegar.com
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